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The interaction of a two-level atom with an external electromagnetic field is examined
in the framework of quantum electrodynamics, without any assumption about Markoffian
behavior or stationarity. It is found that spontaneous emission in the vacuum and the
rate of fluorescence in an external field do not depend on quantum properties of the elec-
tromagnetic field, whereas the correlation functions do.
The problem of the interaction of an atom with a quantized electromagnetic field has received re-
newed attention in recent years, ' "partly because of the possibilities it offers for testing quantum
electrodynamics (QED) at low energies. Such tests have become especially interesting since a number
of semiclassical treatments of the atomic decay problem'4 have succeeded in giving at least partially
correct accounts of the observations. However, if one examines most of the current treatments of the
problem by QED, it soon becomes apparent that certain presumptions about the answer are exceed-
ingly common. Perturbation treatments based on the %eisskopf-Wigner method" in effect start with
an assumed answer, whereas the Heitler-Ma technique' is usually applied only to single-photon tran-
sitions. Most treatments based on the solution of the Schrodinger equation either deal with an explicit-
ly limited number of photons, '" or assume factorization conditions for the density operator of the
combined atom-field system. Solutions derived from the Heisenberg equations of motion frequently
are limited to a classical external field.""Alternatively, Markoffian assumptions about the process
are introduced to ensure that memory about the past dies out as the interaction proceeds, and have
become standard in master-equation treatments, ~""and approximately equivalent assumptions are
frequently introduced in solutions of the Heisenberg equations of motion. '~" However, the stochastic
features and the resulting loss of memory are just what distinguish the interactions of quantum sys-
tems from most semiclassical interactions. If these features are consequences of QED, they should
be revealed by solution of the equations of QED rather than inserted by a priori assumption.
In the following we show how the problem of the resonant interaction between a two-level atom @nd a
quantized electromagnetic field may be tackled via the Heisenberg equations of motion without Markof-
fian assumptions. In certain respects our treatment is similar to that given by Senitzky and Acker-
halt and Eberly, ' except that we do not make use of mode decompositions. Although approximations
are introduced in the course of the calculation, we avoid the usual assumptions about the nature of the
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process, or the introduction of a classical driving field. We find that the quantum properties of the
electromagnetic field do not play a significant role in spontaneous emission, and do not enter explic-
itly until we calculate two-time correlation functions of the fluorescence in the presence of an exter-
nal field. Measurements of the light intensity in normal spontaneous atomic emission, "or even in
the presence of an exciting field, therefore appear to be inadequate as tests of @ED.
As two atomic energy levels play a dominant role in this problem, we make the common simplifica-
tion of representing the atom by a spin-2 system, having two energy eigenstates ~1), ~2) with energy
separation AGoo, and described by the three dynamical spin variables B„R„and8,.' The Hamiltoni-
an for the combined atom-field system is taken to be
8= —,' J [eoE'(r, t) +po ' B'(r, t)] d'x+ 8+OR, '(t) + 2&@,pA(, 0, t)R, (t),
(2)
(3)
(4)
while the equations of motion for the field operators lead to Maxwell's equations. These may be com-
bined in the form of the well-known inhomogeneous wave equation, whose retarded solution at the po-
sition of the atom, after decomposition into positive and negative frequency parts X + and X, may
be expressed in the form
when p, is the transition dipole moment and the atom is located at the origin. We work in the Coulomb
gauge in which A(r, t) is transverse. The Heisenberg equations of motion for the atomic operators
then take the form
R, (t) = —&u R (t)+2+ [p A(0, t)/k]R (t),
R2(t) = (uoR, (t),
R, (t) = —2(o, [1T, A(0, t)/I] R,(t),
~
A'"(O, t)=(«.)(P- )&(t)+ A, '"(O, t), t 0. (5)
Here A;, (r, t) is the solution of the homogeneous wave equation, 5(t) -=R, (t) —iR, (t), p= (l/4~e, )(2~2~ 3/
38'c'), and y is an (infinite) frequency shift parameter, corresponding to the Lamb shift for a real at-
om. The decomposition is not unambiguous for small t, so that the equation should be restricted to
times t for which (tot »1. Equation (5) is similar to one obtained by Ackerhalt and Eberly, 'o and ex-
presses the total field as a combination of free-field and source contributions, but was derived with-
out Markoffian assumptions.
We now follow the procedure of Ackerhalt and Ebyrly'o in writing Eqs. (2) and (4) in normal order
and using Eq. (5) and its conjugate to eliminate 11 A +'(0, t) and p, A 1(0, t) We find i.t convenient to
introduce the slowly varying dynamical variables defined by b, (t) =—5(t) exp(i&up) and A, ~+'(r, t)
=A «„1'&(r, t) exp(i~, t), etc. After discarding all rapidly oscillating terms, we obtain
I
b, (t) = (- P+iy)5, (t) + 2((u, /h) R, (t) 1T A,~'(0, t),
R,(t) = —2P [A,(t)+-'] —((u,/I) [5,t(t) 11 A, t'1(0, t) + H.c.].
(6)
We can immediately apply these equations to the problem of spontaneous decay of an excited atomic
state, by taking the initial state to be the product of the electromagnetic vacuum and some arbitrary
atomic state. Then the expectations of all terms in Eqs. (6) and (7) involving X,~+'(0, t) and A, ~ '(0, t)
vanish, and we obtain
(R,(t)) +-,' = [(R,(0)) +-.']e-'",
&5.(t)& = &5.(o))e' "*"',
which are the usual solutions for the spontaneous emission problem in QEDPo However, the quantum
nature of the electromagnetic field has actually played no role so far in the analysis, because Maxwell's
equations hold equally in classical and quantum electrodynamics. The same argument would hold if the
free-field A«„were treated as a c-number, or classical, variable, provided the total field A(0, t) at
r = 0 commutes with atomic operators, which is required by the transversality condition. Admittedly,
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A(0, t) would then still not be a c number because of the quantum nature of the source, so that the treat-
ment would fall outside the domain of these semiclassical theories" in which the total field is classical.
A theory in which A fggg is a c' number would be semiclassical in the sense that all quantum features
are contained within the Hilbert space of the atom alone" (and it would lack internal consistency), but
the solutions would remain unchanged.
Let us now examine the situation when an external electromagnetic field is present. This time we
take the initial state of the system to be a product of the lower state ~1) for the atom and the coherent
quantum state iv)) for the field, " such that
A„„"(0, f ) iv)) = ZS exp [-i((d, t + y)]g v/) =- exp(- i(u, t) V(t) ($v)), (1o)
where c is the unit polarization vector, 8 and y are an amplitude and a phase, and the frequency ~,
is close to, but not necessarily coincident with, the atomic frequency co0. It is readily shown that
the expectation of the total light intensity registered by a distant light detector outside the exciting
beam is proportional to (5 (t) 5(t)) =(A3(t))++~. To find (R3(t)) we may formally integrate Eqs. (6)
and (7), substitute for b, (t) in the A3(t) equation, and take expectation values. With the help of Eq.
(10) we then arrive at a simple Volterra-type integral equation for (R3(t)), that can be integrated
exactly. " However, once again, no quantum properties of the free field are explicitly invoked in
the derivation of the equation, other than that A{+~(O,t) and A ) (O, t) commute with atomic operators,
so that the measurement of the time development of the fluorescent light intensity again does not test
QED explicitly.
Finally we turn briefly to the calculation of the two-time correlation function of the fluorescent light,
which is proportional to (5 (t)b(t +7')), whose Fourier transform is the spectral density. On integrating
Eqs. (6) and (7) and substituting for R3(t) in the 5,(t) equation, we arrive at the following relation:
(j,t(t) g, (t+r))=~n2e "8"&"e '8' f'dt' f ''dt" e{8"~"e{8 '~""0
& g3 { 8+yt) T 28t f dtze{ 8+ ih)t
dt's
{ 8i+h)t" dtiy&{(5 /{ter)) i{tdo QJt )t 1 28et
~0 0 0 S
tf
+-'n'e'-'+'&"e-'" ~ "dt' " '~" ~ dt"e'-'+'~"" ~ dt"'«b ~&t"&~e' 0 "~""'+ c ~e"""+~ e e &, e 0 0
+@2(~ i@)2e{-8+i7) &e-28t f dtie{-8+ iA) t' f dti [~,vg(to)(5 (t &) y(Q l(t ) p, A {+)(0 ti )]e28t"
f dt, e " " f'&dt2[b, (t, ) p. V(t, ))+p, A, '(O, t,)b, (t2))]e' '
where & =-y+~, -&u, is a measure of detuning and Q = 2~,p ZQ jS is the Rabi frequency.
Apart from the desired spectrum, two important general conclusions follow from this equation, at
least for the case of a moderate to weak external field. For large values of t the answer can be shown
to depend only on 7 and not on t [although (5,(t)) depends on t], so that the process behaves as a quasi-
stationary process in the wide sense. Secondly, if the electromagnetic field A&, "(0,t) is treated as
a c number e8 exp[-3(tdit+y)], then(5, t(t)5, (t+7')) does not fall off with v, and the fluorescent spec-
trum becomes a 6 function. Only the contributions from the last term in Eq. (11) that explicitly in-
volve the field commutation relations yield exponentially decaying terms, and therefore lead to a finite
spectral width. The calculation will be published elsewhere.
We conclude that certain two-time correlation functions —or spectral distributions — of the fluores-
cent light should be measured in the presence of an exciting field, if the noncommuting properties of
the electromagnetic field are to be tested. " Not even the time evolution of the light intensity in reso-
nance fluorescence reflects explicit quantum features of the field. The experimental study of sponta, -
neous emission appears to be much less appropriate as a test of QED.
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Very Long 3He Nuclear Relaxation Times at 4 K Using Cryogenic Coatings
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Longitudinal He nuclear relaxation times at low temperature have been measured by an
optical-pumping technique, using solid H2 coatings on the cell walls. Relaxation times
longer than 2 days at 4.2 K were obtained with a 3-cm-diam cell. Preliminary results with
other coatings (solid D~, Ne, etc.) are reported.
Although the first optical-pumping experiment
was performed with an atomic beam, "' it is often
better to confine the atoms, ions, or molecules
under study in a closed cell. This leads to more
intense and narrower resonance lines. The prob-
lem then is to find a suitable transparent contain-
er so as to minimize the effect of atom-wall col-
lisions on the relaxation times of the relevant
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